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Abstract
Knowledge Graph Completion (KGC) from text involves identifying known or unknown entities (nodes)
as well as relations (edges) among these entities. Recent work has started to explore the use of Large
Language Models (LLMs) for entity detection and relation extraction, due to their Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) capabilities. However, LLM performance varies across models and depends on the
quality of the prompt engineering. We examine specific relation extraction cases and present a set of
examples collected from well-known resources in a small corpus. We provide a set of annotations and
identify various issues that occur when using different LLMs for this task. As LLMs will remain a focal
point of future KGC research, we conclude with suggestions for improving the KGC process.
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1. Introduction

Building a Knowledge Graph (KG) is a time-consuming process. While dumps from mainstream
KGs like Wikidata or DBpedia are freely available, they are not complete (entities and relations
are missing, especially when considering domain-specific or regional use cases) nor are they
consistent in their knowledge modelling (e.g., use of different properties for the same purpose,
the existence inverse relations, etc.). This means that further steps must be taken to maintain a
graph and ensure it is correct and complete regarding its entities and relations. One needs to
carefully consider which entities to include, which kinds of properties and relations, as well as
various update scenarios to ensure the graph remains consistent (e.g., the inclusion of temporal
restrictions on relations). Given that public KGs are unlikely to provide the full coverage that is
required by a local, domain-specific knowledge graph, large collections of online text documents
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(e.g. Wikipedia articles, news stories or social media posts) present themselves as an alternative
source to identify and include entities and relations as part of a KG completion (KGC) task.

This work started with a KGC task for capturing information about public communication
around the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The SDGs cover domains such as social
action, health, energy, economy, sustainability, climate, biodiversity, and politics. While we
used Wikidata to seed an initial knowledge graph, we quickly found that various people,
organisations, and locations were missing, especially in the national and regional context.
In Austria, for example, we could not find the ’Schlichtungsstelle Österreich’ (organisation),
’Markus Klamminger’ (person, director of a health agency) or the ’Recyclingcenter Himberg’
(location and organisation!). Furthermore, relations of importance to us are either inconsistently
used or missing, for example, ’position held’ by individuals, the ’objective’ of social movement
organisations or the ’operator’ of a location of energy infrastructure.

While these entities and relations may not occur in global KGs, they are of importance
to a complete understanding of SDG communication at the regional level. While previously
KGC approaches have relied on various NLP algorithms to identify candidates both for entities
and relations between entities in unstructured text, the emergence of LLMs trained on huge
amounts of online text has led to an impressive level of Natural Language Understanding (NLU)
demonstrated beyond the state of the art in various benchmarks. It seems reasonable to assume
LLMs might also improve on the state of the art in KGC and first explorations of LLMs like
Flan-T5 or GPT-3 in entity and relation extraction suggest their effectiveness [1].

Taking this work a step further, we examine specific cases of missing relations in our data
that are a bit more difficult to extract in KGC. We present a small set of examples that are also
gathered in a corpus and identify the various issues discovered when using different LLMs for
this task. The examples discussed in this work are based on English documents, but we plan to
extend our collection to multiple languages, the German language being the next in line. We
close with some thoughts on improving the KGC process using LLMs in the future.

2. Related Work

Relation extraction (RE) is a vast field, covered by many articles and surveys. We, therefore,
start the discussion of related work with several surveys that address topics related to LLMs
and KGs.

A recent survey of large language models [2] splits them into public and closed source models,
provides a timeline of their recent history, and lists of commonly used resources (e.g., extensive
collections of web resources, conversations, scientific data or code). The survey by Hogan et
al. [3] discusses the state of the art on knowledge graphs and provides a good overview of
the problems that can be solved with KGs, as well as the open research challenges in the field.
Pan et al. [4] discuss approaches for unifying knowledge extraction tasks using LLMs and KGs.
They review both augmented LLMs and KG-enhanced LLMs, as well as the synergies between
LLMs and KGs.

An early survey focused on RE [5] also elaborates on the state of the art before the emergence
of LLMs, as it also surveys the various datasets available at the time of its writing (circa 2020).

Shen et al. [6] survey KGC, identifying two large areas of contributions: embeddings and



text-based. KG embeddings might contain both the entities and relations, or just the entities.
The evaluations of such methods typically use graph datasets that only contain entities and
relations instead of textual datasets; therefore, we are less interested in them for the current
work, as we want to observe how well missing relations can be extracted from texts.

We restrict the rest of this section to reviewing work that is closer to our contribution, namely:
(i) strategies for using large language models for knowledge extraction tasks, and (ii) filling in
missing relations in a knowledge graph.

Chain of Thought (CoT) [7], one of the earliest prompt mechanisms, is based on the idea of
providing the entire chain of reasoning behind arriving at a solution. Such a mechanism for
problem-solving makes sense for any kind of problem that does not have a simple answer, re-
gardless of the domain. For relation extraction, one quick method to implement this mechanism
consists of adding explanations to the few-shot examples fed to an LLM. When only provided
with a set of relations, the LLM might start creating numerous relations, even with undefined
entities (e.g., entities defined through undefined pronouns), whereas if explanations are added,
it is possible to restrict the number of extracted relations, as it will now only pick relations
between clearly defined entities. A longer analysis of the CoT mechanisms is presented in [8],
LLMs being considered greedy reasoners that have difficulties picking up the right answer when
multiple solutions are available. Several alternatives to CoT have recently appeared. ReACT
[9] combines reasoning and acting, generally leading to better results than classic CoT. Tree
of Thoughts (ToT) [10] expands on the ideas from the previous papers, generalizes the CoT
mechanism, and allows for multiple paths of reasoning, all intermediate actions being consid-
ered separate thoughts, similar to how humans think. Besides the different problem-solving
styles reflected by mechanisms like CoT or ToT, it is also important to phrase the prompts
in a certain manner that will lead the LLM towards a certain type of solution. The effect of
different prompt patterns is discussed in several papers about their usage in common tasks [11]
or code generation tasks [12]. Since LLMs are now capable of using elaborate problem-solving
mechanisms, a frequent question that arises is if we can completely remove human evaluators
from the chain. According to a recent publication [13], the scores for the high-rated answers
for humans and LLMs are similar, and therefore, it seems LLM evaluations can indeed be fully
automated.

Using LLMs for KGC is a topic of its own. Since we are mostly interested in sustainability,
one of the works that drew our attention was [14]. The paper examined how to use pre-
trained models like REBEL [15] compared to foundational LLMs like ChatGPT to generate a
sustainability KG. The two experiments in the paper examine sustainability concept extraction
and sustainability ontology generation using ChatGPT. The main findings of the paper are
included in a set of principles formulated after a qualitative evaluation. The principles cover
both the data preprocessing (e.g., context should not be captured, multi-field data sources,
mapping of synonyms to help with disambiguation) and organization of the KG (e.g., triples,
scalability, avoidance of contradictions, updating rules). Another important question is: How
much additional (or auxiliary in-context or out-of-context) information or explanation is needed
when implementing various ChatGPT heuristics? Partially, this question is addressed in [16],
but only in a NER setting. Two recent articles suggest that providing additional explanations
in the few-shot examples can significantly improve the results. Dunn [17] showcases how to
build CoT prompts for extracting scientific relations from texts. A recent article [1] considers



Table 1
Relation extraction scores, including common missing relations categorized by their main entity type.

Entity Type Relation Condition

Person

employer
field of work
jurisdiction
member of party
occupation
position held

-
-
where appropriate, e.g., judge
where appropriate, e.g. politician
-
qualified by where and when

Organisation

director
field of work
jurisdiction
member of
part of
objective
opposing

-
-
where appropriate, e.g., legal and politics
-
qualified by country or region
where appropriate, e.g. social movement
where appropriate, e.g., social movement

Location

country
located in
operator
part of

-
for location included in other location
where appropriate, e.g., energy infrastructure
for location type associated with the same type

Event

location
main subject
organizer
part of
point of time
interval

-
-
-
if part of event series
this can be a single point or range
-

the problem of relation extraction with LLMs under different levels of supervision. Few-shot
settings on GPT-3 are found to be closer to state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance, but adding
CoT explanations to Flan-T5 is found to lead to SOTA results. Since our knowledge graph
completion task can be seen as a restricted version of their task, in which we are required to
only extract a limited number of pre-defined relations, we started our exploration of various
settings with the CoT-style explanations.

3. Method

During the process of building our internal knowledge graph for SDG communication, we
assessed information from various sources, including Wikidata and online text such as news
stories. Table 1 presents a set of common missing relations from Wikidata and the various
additional conditions or information that might need to be considered when collecting such
relations from textual data sources. In some cases, data needs to be collected only if it is
appropriate, whereas in other cases it needs to be qualified by certain attributes (e.g., location
and time or country and region).



Table 2
Example inputs for the tasks.

Task Type Example Input
Relations Text, Relations
Explanations Text, Relations, Explanations
KGC Text, Relations (only missing), Explanations
Self-scoring Any of the output from the previous tasks

After identifying these typically missing relations, we created a small relation extraction gold
standard that specifically focuses on the observed problems. The corpus examined in this work
draws upon English-speaking sentences harvested from well-known and trusted sources such
as the New York Times and The Guardian. Provenance data (e.g., URLs of the original articles)
was collected for each sentence. The example sentences have been selected from articles related
to sustainability, clean energy, climate change, law, and politics. The examples were selected
based on the list of relations described in 1. Several examples were selected for each relation.
The annotated gold standard dataset is available on our GitHub page1 together with prompts
and example runs from various LLMs. Currently, 12 sentences were used as examples for
the few-shot training, as this was the minimal number suggested in [1] and 50 sentences for
evaluating the results. The sentences were annotated collaboratively, as we wanted to improve
our annotation process over time.

The relation extraction task with an LLM can be modelled as a seq2seq (sequence to sequence)
problem, in which a text input known as a prompt is used to seed responses or completions
from LLM pipelines [17]. The prompts themselves can be raw text or include more complicated
data structures (e.g., texts with annotations, texts with explanations, JSON objects, etc.). The
collected sentences were annotated with relations and simple explanations (CoT) to be used as
few-shot training examples with the LLM.

We have selected various LLMs for an initial evaluation based on their inclusion in the Chatbot
Arena Leaderboard 2 and their general performance in live applications that integrated chatbots
for each of these models3. Only the models that showcased promising results in an early-stage
evaluation with several examples were included in our evaluation. Most of the models selected
also had public APIs, which we considered important to ensure later reproducibility.

The structure of the evaluation is based on four task types. Table 2 showcases the inputs for
the tasks, whereas Table 3 presents the prompts used for the evaluation. Three of the tasks
require the model to produce output based on specific prompts, whereas the last task requires
the model to examine its answers against a small golden standard.

The approach we used was to prompt the LLM with examples of ’correct’ responses for some
sentences (as recommended in [1]), then give it batches of new sentences and ask it to respond.

1https://github.com/modultechnology/few-shot-kgc-with-llms/
2https://huggingface.co/spaces/lmsys/chatbot-arena-leaderboard
3The initial list included https://chat.lmsys.org/, https://chat.petals.dev/ and https://nat.dev/. All the runs discussed in
this paper were generated using https://nat.dev/, as after testing we considered it to be safe, reliable, and consistent
for handling larger runs.



Table 3
The prompts used for the general evaluation. X = [Person, Location, Organisation, Event, Date, Work,
Other]. Y = [Per, Loc, Org, Event, Date, Work, Other]. Z = [employer, field of work, jurisdiction, member
of, occupation, position, director, part of, objective, opposes, country, located in, operator, location, main
subject, organizer, point of time] . [EXAMPLES] represents a list of 12 examples.

Task Type Prompt

Relations

List relations among the entities [X] in the given text and provide a
reasonable explanation. Make sure to mark each entity with its
abbreviated name [Y]. Relations should be expressed as triples that
have the form [subject, predicate, object]. Use the following
texts as examples. [EXAMPLES] Using the previous texts as examples,
compute the relations for the following texts

Explanations

List relations among the entities [X] in the given text and provide a
reasonable explanation. Make sure to mark each entity with its
abbreviated name [Y]. Relations should be expressed as triples that
have the form [subject, predicate, object]. Provide a reasonable
explanation for the relations extracted, as presented in the following
examples. Provide a reasonable explanation for the relations extracted,
as presented in the following examples. [EXAMPLES]
Using the previous texts as examples, compute the relations for the
following texts

Completions

List relations of types [Z] among the entities [X] in the given text and provide a
reasonable explanation. Make sure to mark each entity with its
abbreviated name [Y]. Relations should be expressed as triples that
have the form [subject, predicate, object]. Provide a reasonable
explanation for the relations extracted, as presented in the following
examples. Provide a reasonable explanation for the relations extracted,
as presented in the following examples. [EXAMPLES]
Using the previous texts as examples, compute the relations for the
following texts

Self-scoring
Please compare the previous answers with the following list
and compute the F1 score, considering that the newly provided list represents
the gold standard.

If the models were able to generate answers for all sentences, then a single batch was used;
otherwise, we used batches of 5 to 10 documents. Each batch was opened in a new chat so that
the runs with multiple batches could be considered equivalent to single-batch runs.

4. Experiments and Discussion

Our experiments focused on models developed by OpenAI, Anthropic, and Mosaic. For OpenAI
we included both 3.5 and 4.0 models.

ChatGPT4 or GPT-3.5, the latest public iteration of the GPT3+ series [18], is an LLM with

4https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt



175B parameters designed to generate human-like responses for a wide variety of domains. The
context window of GPT-3.5 is generally known to be around 4096 tokens, whereas for GPT-4 it
can get to 32K tokens. In special cases, it can also be extended through prompt engineering.

Claude5 is an LLM designed by the Anthropic team using their Constitutional AI philosophy
[19]. The main idea behind this philosophy is to create harmless AIs with minimal human
supervision. The total number of parameters is undisclosed. However, the model has the largest
context window (up to 100k) and was designed to work similarly to ChatGPT.

Finally, Mosaic’s MPT-30B6 is pre-trained on a 1T token corpus and has a context window of
8K.

We preferred to use a single testing interface for the current experiment, therefore well-
known models, including LLaMa [20], Bloom [21] and Flan-T5 [22] were not included due to the
lack of public interfaces which support larger context windows for them. Future experiments
will change the testing model to allow for both models that need to be deployed locally and for
models that can be accessed through public interfaces.

Each task was repeated multiple times, and we generally followed the principle of saving
several runs (e.g., generally 3 runs for each task). Whenever possible, we opted for runs on
different days. We kept the same parameters for the runs. In principle, these were the default
parameters provided by the interface with minimal changes (e.g., temperature was set to 1 or as
close to 1 if the default for a model was not 1). Despite including a reference to explanations on
the relations run, no explanations were generated for the relations runs. This was as expected,
and it indicated that explanations were only generated when the few-shot examples included
them. The explanation runs included the explanations, but the texts for them varied widely
depending on the models. The completion runs that only generated the missing relations
have led to fewer overall relations, but the models have also generated relations with similar
meanings and different names, usually called aliases. The self-scoring runs have often resulted
in the model’s refusal to generate or explain their scores. Table 4 presents a set of differences
between the provided gold and a single set of model runs for a given sentence.

After several runs, a list of frequent issues emerged. These issues are presented in the
following list, and examples for each of them are provided in Table 5:

1. Inverse relation. Instead of generating relations of the form (s1, pred, s2), the model
generates inverse relations (s2, pred, s1). This kind of relation might be considered side
information [23], but we consider them important in KGC settings. For the current
evaluation, we only considered the immediate relations, but future evaluations might
consider both settings. This error is often coupled with the next error.

2. Aliases. Models tend to generate predicate names that differ from suggestions provided
by human annotators. We can call such predicate names aliases [23]. This issue can
be resolved by grouping equivalent predicates. Such a grouping can either be created
manually or by querying the LLMs. Considering aliases in evaluations also requires an
adaptation of the evaluation components, but the final results will be better [23].

3. Incomplete triples. The models generate incomplete triples of the form (s,p) or (p,s). This
can be fixed by modifying the prompts to restrict the extraction process to triples of the

5https://www.anthropic.com/index/introducing-claude
6https://huggingface.co/mosaicml/mpt-30b



Table 4
Example differences between annotators.

Source Output

Text
Artificial intelligence pioneer Yoshua Bengio says regulation in
Canada is on the right path, but advancing along it far too slowly.

Gold
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’,’field of work’,’A.I.’),
(’A.I. regulation’,’jurisdiction’,’Canada’),
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’, ’comments on’, ’regulation in Canada:Loc’)

GPT-3.5
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’,’position’,’Artificial intelligence pioneer’),
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’,’location’,’Canada:Loc’),
(’Canada:Loc’,’ regulating’,’Artificial intelligence’)

GPT-4.0
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’, ’expertise’, ’Artificial Intelligence’),
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’,’located in’,’Canada:Loc’)

Claude 2
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’, ’pioneer in’, ’artificial intelligence:Field’),
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’, ’comments on’, ’regulation in Canada:Loc’)

MPT-30B
(’Yoshua Bengio:Per’,’advocacy’,’AI regulation in Canada:Event’),
(’Yoshua Bengio’,’opinion’,’regulation is advancing too slowly’)

classic form (s, p, o). However, we modified the prompts, and the error is sometimes still
present.

4. Incorrect triples. Instead of extracting (s, p, o) triples, the models might extract triples that
contain prepositions or other parts of speech. This can be fixed similarly to the previous
error.

5. Wrong entity types. This is a well-known NER/NEL error [24] that also appears in relation
extraction settings.

6. Missing entity typing. Unlike in NER/NEL evaluation settings, types are now extracted as
part of the subject or object. This also means that the missing type can be considered as
an instance of text degradation. However, we consider it to be a separate error, as the
examples provided to the LLM do contain typing.

7. Inconsistent use of abbreviations and titles. This error happens for both human annotators
and LLMs. Since humans are inconsistent when it comes to abbreviations and titles, this
will largely depend on the language settings (e.g., in Austria and the United Kingdom
titles are important, but in the United States or Australia they are not).

8. Excessive relation extraction. Models will generally extract more relations than the hu-
man annotators might deem interesting. Comments or opinions, for example, might be
interesting relations, but only if they provide new knowledge about the specific subject.

9. Self-generated inferences. Such inferences happenWhen themodels generate a set of triples
that contain entities or relations that are not extracted from the given text. Technically,
these inferences can be considered hallucinations [25].

10. Text generation degradation. In some instances, we can have degradation of the texts only
(e.g., the original texts are modified, but relations are still extracted), whereas in other
cases the entire format of the answer might change (e.g., the original text is not modified,



Table 5
Examples of frequent issues.

Issue Example
Inverse Relations employer (gold) - employs (results)
Aliases founded (gold) - formed in, formation year, founded in

Incomplete triples

(’March for Life:Event’,’annual event’),
(’Roe v. Wade:Event’,’legal decision’),
(’plan’,’no taxpayer cost’),
(’call’, ’to adopt sanctions’)

Incorrect triples
(’Nigeria:Loc’, ’population projected’,
’400 million by 2050:Date’)

Wrong entity types ’Apple:Per’,’Amazon:Per’,’Microsoft:Per’,’Disney:Per’

Missing entity types
’Commonwealth’,’the Red Lake’,’Westminster-style’,
’Australian Energy Market Operator:Aemo’,
’Russian state’

Inconsistent abbreviations and titles
’Bulgarian Energy Holding:Org’,
’Bulgarian Energy Holding(BEH):Org’, ’BEH:Org’

Excessive relation extraction
(’pipeline’, ’purpose’, ’bring gas from Black Sea’),
(’Organizers:Per’, ’tied to’, ’other activists:Per’)

Self-generated inferences

(’Varujan Vosganian:Per’,’allegedly’,
’associated with Tel Drum’),
(’Vicente Iborra:Per’,’member of’,’criminal group’),
(’Vasilica Bârsan:Per’,’member of’,’criminal group’)

Text generation degradation
Changes in the text of the sentences.
Formatting issues.

Self-scoring issues Refusal to provide a score.

Scorer issues
Aliases not considered.
How to take into account self-inferences and hallucinations?
How to include explanations?

but the extracted relations are expressed in plain text). The process of text generation
degradation for LLMs can be considered to be somewhat similar to dementia in human
beings [26].

11. Self-scoring issues. These issues are caused by the models themselves when asked to
self-score their answers. Refusal to provide a score or to explain it are some of the most
common self-scoring issues. We consider self-scoring to be a proxy for truthfulness (e.g.,
a service should only return the answers that pass a certain quality threshold); therefore,
such issues need to be properly investigated.

12. Evaluation scorer issues. An initial evaluation led to low scores. Classic evaluation scoring
scripts that cover partial or fuzzy matching are not sufficient for relation extraction
evaluations. The selected evaluation scorers will need to address some (if not all) of the
issues mentioned here.

Examining the list of frequent issues, it is clear that both the answers generated by LLMs



and the scoring methodologies have various open issues. In terms of LLMs, we have mostly
focused on larger models that were available through a public interface. Models with fewer
parameters may exhibit even more issues. Commercial LLMs (e.g., ChatGPT and Claude2)
perform much better than the open-source models, but they are also expensive. Shortly, we
will mostly focus on open-source models, as we would like to avoid the higher costs of running
NLP pipelines with commercial LLMs. To improve the current evaluation process, we need to
start by improving the scoring and error analysis tools. There is also a need for more interfaces
that help us test multiple tools at once.

5. Conclusion

This article focused on the qualitative analysis of the KGC process, whereas future work will put
more emphasis on scoring aspects, general scores and error analysis. Except for the self-scoring
task, LLM truthfulness was disregarded. The authors are aware that there are many issues in
this area (e.g., hallucinations are still present in many models), and that the issues showcased in
the respective task (e.g., refusal to compute scores) are just the tip of the iceberg. Future work
will focus on this aspect, as well as on the various biases that might lead to skewed results.

We are also interested in replicating these experiments in multiple languages, and to repeat
selected experiments on larger datasets using various sampling methods to reduce the burden
on human annotators, especially for large datasets. At a later point, once it is established that
these methods are reliable, we will investigate how to reliably automate them by completely
removing humans from the loop.
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